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The first Swedish historical national accounts were compiled in the 1930s, and that pioneering work 
formed the main basis for later estimates until now. In this paper, an attempt to construct new 
historical accounts for 1800-1980 is presented. First, the methodology is discussed, particularly 
concerning series in constant prices adapted for analysis of growth and structural changes. In principle 
Paasche deflators should be used, but for such a long period they are inadequate due to the huge 
changes in the goods composition of production as well as of consumption and investment. Instead, 
a division of the whole period into shorter subperiods is made and within these, Paasche deflators 
are applied. Then the series for the deflation periods can be linked in order to arrive at longer series. 
Second, some findings of the work (still in progress) are reported. The new series show a slower 
growth rate in the second half of the nineteenth century than the earlier ones, and Sweden can 
internationally no longer be seen as the country where this period's economic miracle took place. 
Instead, concerning rate of growth of G D P  per capita as well as its level, Sweden seems to have been 
a middle-way country compared to other European countries. In the first half of the 20th century, 
on the other hand, the growth rate was high in an international comparison. The Swedish sectoral 
changes followed a general pattern with decreasing agricultural and increasing industrial shares. The 
service share was not unusually high in the nineteenth century. Within this service production a very 
distinct pattern of structural change is evident. Finally, a plea is made for a regional breakdown of 
the national G D P  data in order to obtain a better understanding of the economic growth and 
modernization process. 

The first Swedish historical national accounts were computed in the late 
1920s and the early 1930s.' They were not only the first in Sweden: "As far as I 
am aware, they were the first in the world to cover such a long period of time. 
In addition, they have been rather exemplary in describing methods of calcula- 
tion."* This national income study was part of a larger research project, "Wages, 
Cost of Living and National Income in Sweden 1860-1930," undertaken at the 
Institute for Social Sciences at Stockholm University. This project was initiated 
by Professor Gosta Bagge, and many economists were employed-some of them 
were or became later very well known, e.g. Erik Lindahl, Gunnar Myrdal, Erik 
Lundberg and Ingvar Svennilson. 

Most of the data for the period of study, 1861-1930, came from material 
gathered in the Swedish archives, and guesstimates were made on some minor 
items. However, the archival material, containing data on public finance, produc- 
tion in various sectors etc., is far from complete especially for the earlier part of 
the period; records were made up on the basis of the dominant opinions among 
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contemporary economic experts on what should be considered important. Thus, 
parts of the economy were neglected in the statistical sources. Successively, 
however, the material became more complete, and, therefore, towards the end 
of the period the series constructed in Lindahl/Dahlgren/Kockls national income 
study often covered more of what they were intended to cover than in the 
beginning; the validity increased. Besides, very scrupulous researchers were 
employed in collecting data and making the calculation work. This contributed 
to the high reliability of the series in the sense that they were in accordance with 
the source material, but also to an overestimation of the Swedish economic growth 
in the 19th century, when computed on the basis of these. 

Only current values were calculated in this pioneering work. Some brief 
comments on the national income in constant prices were made, but no special 
deflators were constructed. Instead, for illustrative purposes, the series wel'e 
deflated with a cost-of-living index. 

For almost fifty years the quantitative work on long-term Swedish 
macroeconomic changes has in one way or another had the series constructed 
by Lindahl/Dahlgren/Kock as the point of departure. In the beginning of the 
1950s Olof Lindahl made a GDP calculation. For the period 1861-1930 he used 
the older series with a few minor revisions and for 1930-50 he made preliminary 
new estimates. The next work was published in the 1960s by 0sten Johansson, 
who relied heavily on the previous series except for certain reestimations and a 
new calculation for the building and construction ~ e c t o r . ~  

Olof Lindahl only made a rough volume calculation while Johansson made 
a more elaborate one. He assigned deflators for the gross output of the various 
branches. Then he computed constant value series which were summed up to 
totals on the production as well as on the destination side of the account. 
These values were not, however, added up to a total GDP series in constant 
prices. Instead, such a series computed with a cost-of-living index as deflator 
was published. Thus, Johansson did not actually go any further than 
~ i n d a h l / ~ a h l ~ r e n / ~ o c k . ~  

The next Swedish historical national product series were constructed and 
published in the 1970s by ~ r a n t z / ~ i l s s o n . ~  For the period up to 1950 the current 
value series from Johansson's book were used with certain minor revisions. On 
the other hand, the deflators and, thus, the constant value series were new. For 
the period 1950-70 material from the official national accounts computed at the 
National Central Bureau of Statistics was employed. Krantz/Nilsson's study was 
a preliminary one and the intentions were two-fold; to raise some methodological 
issues, and to come to terms with the most serious deficiencies in the earlier 
works. It was clear that even these new volume series had shortcomings, but at 
the same time they gave a more reliable picture of the Swedish economic growth 
and pattern of change since 1861 than the earlier estimates. 

The methods adopted in Krantz/Nilssonls study formed one of the points 
of departure for the research project "Structural Changes in the Swedish Economy 

3Lindahl (1956) and Johansson (1967). 
4For a critical evaluation of Johansson's deflation procedure, see Krantz/ Nilsson (1975, pp. 22ff). 
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1800-1980. Construction and Analysis of National Product Series," within the 
Research Programme on Structural Economic Changes at the Department of 
Economic History, Lund ~ n i v e r s i t ~ . ~  In this project, completely new series are 
calculated for the 19th century, and partly new, partly revised series for the 20th 
century up to 1950. For the period after 1950, data from the official national 
accounts are used. 

Gunnar Myrdal once remarked that GDP data are mostly constructed by 
one group of researchers and used by another group and there is almost no 
communication between these two groups. This "turns out to be the main 
explanation for the general abuse of the GDP concept when dealing with long- 
term problems of growth and development. I have often thought that we do need 
more confrontation between these two groups, leading to a much more careful 
analysis of how these statistics are actually produced and how they should be 
produced."' 

Concerning the historical series on Swedish national product, a gap between 
users and producers often exists, too. Erik Lindahl and his research group were 
certainly competent economists and/or statisticians, and they made the first 
analysis of their new series in the book from 1937. However the main result of 
their efforts is the collection of data, which later on has been frequently used in 
studies of economic growth. But, these data and the various series built on them 
have seldom been critically examined by the users. They have been accepted by 
economists and often by economic historians who have not been aware of the 
construction of the series.' When for instance deflation is made using only a 
cost-of-living index as deflator, it is not meaningful to discuss sectoral or other 
divisions "in constant prices." 

Regarding the new national product series, the same research group is making 
the computational work as well as the (first) analysis of the data. This is, of 
course, no guarantee at all that in the future the series will not be used in contexts 
to which they are not adapted. The risk of this is present even if-as in the 
Swedish case-all the material is published with detailed accounts of the underly- 
ing techniques of compilation and methods of calculation applied. Thereby, it 
is in principle possible for anyone to use this material for constructing their own 
national product series suited for the purpose of the study. 

The reason for emphasizing this possibility is that aggregated national 
account series in constant prices can not have universal validity i.e. be founded 
on a single set of generally applicable principles. Instead, they should be adapted 
for the purpose of the series. To a certain extent this is also true for series in 
current prices. In this case, however, it is possible to proceed from a general 
system of national accounts. 

 or a methodological discussion, see also Krantz (1983). 
' ~ ~ r d a l  (1973, p. 191). 
'one example is that a Swedish economist once in a lecture made a point of his finding that the 

performance of the implicit GDP deflatorsince 1861 was remarkably similar to that of the cost-of-living 
index. That this index had been used as deflator was unknown to him. 



Ingvar Ohlsson has discussed these problems at length, and he mentions 
various purposes to which the national product series could be adapted.9 First, 
business cycles analysis with reference to Keynesian theory is noted. A second 
purpose is the analyses of results of economic activity i.e. comparisons over time 
and space. It is often maintained that national product series show welfare 
changes, but in this context, the series, according to Ohlsson, are often misused. 
Third, structural analyses is an important field where national accounts data are 
frequently employed. This is close to analysis of results in certain instances. 
Fourth, planning purposes, including forecasts should be mentioned. 

Historical studies is a field of research which is not explicitly discussed by 
Ohlsson. Also, in this field there can be a set of possible national account series 
suited for different purposes; for instance studies of long-term welfare changes 
or studies based on neoclassical production theory. In the present paper, however, 
only series adapted for studies of structural changes in connection with economic 
growth shall be discussed. In constructing historical series, techniques should be 
applied which in important respects differ from those used for purposes implying 
a short-term perspective. 

Of special importance in historical series is the deflation procedure. Gen- 
erally, when dealing with this issue, many problems have to be solved; for instance, 
concerning new goods and services that are introduced and old ones which 
disappear during the deflation period. A related question has to do with quality 
changes in goods and services. When should these changes be considered large 
enough for the item to be seen as a new one? These are serious problems in 
series with a short-term perspective and even more so for historical series. The 
solutions or attempts to solutions to these kinds of problems require clarification 
of the definitional issues. In other words, the problems are to a large extent of 
a practical rather than a theoretical nature. 

Especially when constructing historical series, a more fundamental issue is 
the choice of weight systems, or more generally expressed, the choice of deflation 
method. Different methods usually lead to different performances for the same 
aggregate during the same period. Consequently, it is essential to be able to give 
the results a clear-cut interpretation. 

A technique which could be of doubtful value is to use series constructed 
for other purposes as deflators e.g. cost-of-living indices. The base years in such 
indices are often arbitrarily chosen for the purpose of deflating national product 
series meant for historical analysis. "One must consider that price and cost-of- 
living indices so far have been constructed by scholars and institutions interested 
mainly in changes in prices and cost-of-living for their own sake. Those engaged 
in investigating long-term trends in national income and its components cannot 
hope to arrive at satisfactory results unless they embark on construction of price 
indices especially designed to serve the needs of their work."" If, moreover, 
several series constructed in different ways are used for various parts of the total, 
the weighting can be obscure. 

'0hlsson (1953). The examples in the text are taken from Ohlsson's discussion in DsFi 1986, 
13, pp. 678. See also Krantz (1983) and Kendrick (1968). 

"Gerschenkron (1962, pp. 4438). 



Many different weighting techniques for the national product deflators can 
be imagined. There are, however, three types which are discussed and used more 
often than the others, Laspeyre, Paasche and chain indices (the last one sometimes 
being called divisia indices). For chain indices the weight systems are changed 
often, usually every year. This is not the case with Laspeyre or Paasche indices. 
Therefore, Paasche indices are best suited as deflator since the volume series 
arrived at in the deflation procedure will be of a Laspeyre type. This means that 
they are in principle calculated using the prices of the base year; expressions like 
"in 1929 prices" get a clear-cut meaning with this deflation procedure. The use 
of Paasche and Laspeyre indices also enables the scholar to study the impact of 
changes of weights between the base and the comparison years, i.e. the structural 
changes during the period under review. Gerschenkron emphasizes this possibility 
when he talks about the index-number problem as an important ingredient in 
the historian's arsenal of methods." 

However, these two types of indices are less suited for series over very long 
periods. Extensive changes in the composition of goods and services may occur 
and, thus, only part of the total can be covered. A solution to this problem is to 
divide the whole period into shorter subperiods and apply the chosen technique 
to each of these shorter intervals. Thereafter, these subseries can be linked to a 
series over the whole time span. This division into sub-periods should be made 
on the basis of principles stated in the points of departure for the study. 

Current values. Contemporary national accounts are built up of a very large 
number of accounts on different levels of aggregation. They are very detailed 
and cover most of the economic transactions in the society. From these accounts 
the GDP estimates are calculated separately from the production, expenditure 
and income side. 

It is not possible due to lack of data to construct such detailed historical 
national accounts, and it is very tricky as well to make reliable separate estimates 
of GDP from the production, income and expenditure side. Instead, another 
estimation technique, the output statistical method, is often applied. This tech- 
nique is also used in the construction of the new Swedish series for the period 
from 1800. The gross output of each branch and sector of the economy is estimated 
and then allocated to different uses, and this procedure is applied to imports as 
well. These uses can be inputs to the sectors and branches, consumption, invest- 

"Gerschenkron (1962, p. 3). The term Gerschenkron effect refers to a type of change which 
appears in index constructions when indices with base-year weights produce higher growth rates than 
indices with comparison-year weights. 

I 2 ~ e n n a r t  Schon is responsible for the estimates of production in the agricultural and manufactur- 
ing sectors, Lars Pettersson for building and construction, Jonas Ljungberg for some of the goods 
production deflator constructions, and Olle Krantz for the production in all service sectors. The 
estimates are presented in separate publications for each sector except housing which is treated 
together with private service production. These works which are published in Swedish also contain 
detailed reports on the source material and computational techniques. The estimates will be summar- 
ized and published in English together with an analysis of the economic changes 1800-1980. Some 
books have appeared, Krantz (1986) and (1987b, c), Pettersson (1987), Schon (1988) and Ljungberg 
(1988). 



ments and exports. After summation, the totals on the respective sides of the 
account have to correspond on purely arithmetical grounds. 

In the Swedish case, value added of the sectors and branches is also computed 
on the basis of estimated value added shares. The sum total of the value added 
of all sectors is the GDP. Only this part of the GDP computations is considered 
in the present paper. 

The sector classification used is as follows: 
Agriculture with ancilleries 
Manufacturing industry and handicrafts 
Building and construction 
Transports and communications 
Private service production 
Public service production 
Housing 

This sectoral division is the same as the one used in the earlier estimates of 
Swedish historical national product series with one exception: In Lindahl/ 
Dahlgren/Kock (1937) domestic work is defined as a separate sector, 
whereas in the other historical computations it is included in private service 
production. 

A similarity with Lindahl/Dahlgren/Kock's computations but different from 
Lindahl's (1956) and Johansson's (1967) is that in addition to conventional GDP 
calculations, the value of unpaid household work is also estimated. It does not, 
however, comprise all this work, but only that which is performed by the part 
of the total labour force-almost exclusively women-who have their main 
occupation at home. 

The supply of data sources is generally satisfactory for the 20th century 
when official and other statistics are rather ample, but, as mentioned above, the 
supply is smaller the further back in time the estimates pertain to. Consequently, 
to various degrees for different parts, estimates from more and more scattered 
sources are necessary. 

The agricultural statistics are chronically unreliable till the beginning of the 
20th century. In certain instances this material has to be supplemented or even 
substituted by other sources, which together with certain assumptions are used 
for the production estimates. The backbone of the computation of the production 
series for manufacturing industry and handicrafts is the official industrial statistics. 
However, this is far from complete for the 19th century, and for important parts 
estimates based on various other sources are made. For the first half of the 19th 
century, the series of production in the building and construction sector has to 
be based on point estimates. Then these data are linked on the basis of certain 
assumptions concerning the changes in production over time. 

Data on service production performed by the central government can be 
taken directly from the official statistics except for a small part, the military force 
paid in kind. Here, however, estimates can be based on other official sources. 
The computation of service production performed by the local governments in 
the first half of the 19th century is based on weak material and certain assumptions 
concerning the changes. However, the official statistics subsequently become more 
complete. Transports are partly covered for the first part of the 19th century. 



Some data exist for foreign and domestic shipping and for part of the land 
transports, but for other parts of this sector assumptions and guesstimates have 
to be made. This is the case for much of the private production of services, as 
well. Retail and wholesale trade constitutes a large part of these services, and 
the production in this branch must be estimated using data for goods production 
and consumption. 

Volume values. Theoretically and methodologically, the choice of a deflation 
procedure has two main influences. On the theoretical side Schumpeter's and 
especially the Swedish economist Johan Akerman's economic thinking can be 
mentioned. While it is not possible within the space of this paper to dwell on 
the theoretical issues, it is important to underline that structural changes play a 
central role and that a sequence of structurally homogeneous periods can be 
discerned in the long-run economic development. These periods can be delimited 
with the help of what Akerman calls a causal analysis of the long-term economic 
performance. In each of these sub-periods, according to Akerman, different sets 
of economic mechanisms are at force, making different economic models relevant 
e.g. for economic-political purposes and of course also for the analysis of historical 
changes.I3 

The other source of influence is Gerschenkron's writings on historical 
development and problems of deflation. One of his main points is that the 
construction of volume series must be made in such a way that the weighting 
procedure is clear so that it is possible to evaluate critically. "The better under- 
standing of the index-number problem will not eliminate the arbitrariness of our 
approaches, but it will make it possible to gauge its extent and reveal the historical 
significance of the weighting choices which are made."I4 

Those two points of departure provide a deflation procedure where the whole 
investigation period is divided into more or less homogeneous sub-periods. Within 
each of these, Paasche deflators are constructed for sub-branches, branches, 
sectors and the total, i.e. from the lowest level of aggregation to the highest. To 
obtain a series for the entire period, the series for the sub-periods are linked 
together. 

The division of the long period into shorter, homogenous intervals, used as 
deflation periods, is based on an analysis of the Swedish economic historical 
d e v e l ~ ~ m e n t . ' ~  A pattern of change was revealed where periods with different 
economic characteristics, roughly corresponding to long swings, i.e. with approxi- 
mately 15-25 of length were established. These deflation periods together with 
the base years are shown in Table 1. 

There are fundamental differences between the construction of the data for 
various parts of the total historical national accounts. These differences are of 
special importance when choosing deflation techniques. On the one hand, goods 
production and parts of service production-mainly transports and communica- 
tions-are measured by prices and quantities; the series are of a C pq type, which 

"Akerman (1939,1944) and (1949). For a discussion of the structural approach compared to a 
neoclassical one, see Krantz (1987a). 

I4Gerschenkron (1962, p. 444). 
I 5  To a certain extent this division into deflation periods must be considered preliminary since 

new research, even the new historical national product series, can show a different picture from the 
one postulated here. So far, however, this has not occurred. 



TABLE 1 

DEFLATION PERIODS AND BASE YEARS 

Deflation period 

1800-1826 
1826-1848 
1848-1869 
1869-1888 
1888-1910 
1910-1929 
1929-1953 
1953-1980" 

Base period 

"The last year is of course not chosen on the 
basis of structural economic criteria but on prac- 
tical grounds. 

make the deflation procedure a clear-cut one from a technical point of view. 
Price series are weighted together using quantity weights, and thereby, volume 
series are computed with the help of adequate deflators. In addition, this kind 
of series may be used, for example, in productivity measurement since output 
and inputs are measured separately. 

On the other hand, for a large part of the service production, the measures 
are built up using costs of inputs since data on prices and/or quantities are 
non-existent. Labour costs are often the largest cost element, and therefore, 
production is usually measured as labour times remuneration plus some minor 
cost elements. Consequently, it is impossible to construct a wholly adequate 
deflator of a C pq type, and deflation has to be made using some other techniques. 
Though the problem is well known an entirely satisfactory solution has not been 
reached. In studies of contemporary changes, indicators which are assumed to 
show the volume performances are sometimes used, e.g. number of patients in 
hospitals for medical care or number of students for higher education.I6 However, 
severe criticism can be levelled against such procedures, among others that quality 
changes are neglected. Besides, for historical series, it is difficult or even impossible 
to find sufficiently detailed indicators. 

Cost-of-living indices have been used as deflators for this kind of series in 
historical national product computations, but it has not been shown that this 
deflator is adequate.I7 Mostly, the issue is not even discussed. The consequence 
of using a cost-of-living index in this context is a statement (usually implicit) 
that, since the current value series are mainly constructed as labour times remuner- 
ation, the productivity changes in the sector are similar to the changes in real 
wages. If this should actually be so, rather rigid theoretical preconditions have 
to be met. 

In the new Swedish historical national accounts, the special features of the 
service production data has led to a deflation procedure where wage indices are 

''See e.g. DsFi 1986, p. 13. 
 anse sen (1974) and Johansson (1967). 



used (except for transports and communications). This implies an assumption 
that the productivity changes in the sector can be neglected. The procedure 
employed is the same as the one applied in contemporary national accounts for 
government services. 

It is, thus, accepted that the total production has two main segments with 
fundamentally different characteristics and with different construction of their 
production measures in current as well as in constant prices. From this it could 
be argued that they should not be put together in a national product total. On 
the other hand, there is a tight interdependence between the various parts of the 
entire economy. Further, total GDP is an often used and well established concept, 
but it is important to be aware of its weaknesses. 

The growth pattern. According to the new national product series, the Swed- 
ish economic growth increased around the end of the 1840s after a long period 
with a very low rate. Thereafter, in a long-term perspective, an acceleration took 
place as seen in Table 2 where growth rates of GDP per capita between benchmark 
years are shown." The choice of periods in this table is made on the basis of 
a pattern, established from the movements of many variables, such as those 
pertaining to capital formation, production and foreign trade. 

TABLE 2 

GROWTH RATES FOR THE SWEDISH G D P  PER CAPITA 1801-1980 

"The growth rate for 1926/30-1971175 is 3.1. 

The three long periods discerned are characterized by successively higher 
growth rates. When the first halves of these periods are compared the same pattern 
is evident and this is true for the second halves as well. Within the first two 
periods, but not in the third, the second half had a slower growth than the first.I9 

I8Data for parts of the goods production are still to a certain extent preliminary, but the main 
tendencies are quite clear. The G D P  figures in Table 2 do not include unpaid household work, since 
they should be comparable with G D P  data for other countries. 

19 If, on the other hand, the first "half" of the third period is extended some years, the earlier 
pattern shows up. The growth rate 1926130-1961/65 is 3.0 percent and 1961165-1976180 2.5. As 
hinted on in the text, G D P  growth rates are not the only criteria for the choice of periods for the 
Swedish economic performance. Many variables and indicators point in a similar direction, some of 
them also to a boundary in the beginning of the 1960s. See further KrantzISchon (1983) and Krantz 
(1987a). 



These periods correspond roughly to the chronology of the so-called 
Kondratieff waves in the economic development of the industrialized economies; 
the first one according to van Duijn being 1845-92, the second one 1892-1948 
and the third one from 1948 onwards.20 Slightly different chronologies have also 
appeared, and one of the discrepancies from the van Duijn chronology is that 
the boundary between the second and the third wave is often fixed at 1939.~' 

A distinction between the general Kondratieff chronology and the Swedish 
one concerns the boundaries around WWII, 1939 or 1948 for the former and the 
beginning of the 1930s for the latter. This could be due to the different industrial 
structures between the European continent, including the United Kingdom, and 
Sweden. In the former case there were severe growth problems during the interwar 
period combining slow technological change and strong vested interests in many 
industrial branches, especially in the iron and steel industry and in energy 
production.22 This economic sclerosis could have contributed to a prolongation 
of the second phase of the long wave. Structural rigidities also affected Sweden 
in the 1920s, but not to the same extent as the areas mentioned. Thus, a renewal 
of the structure could gain momentum earlier than on the continent. A contributing 
factor to the different economic performances could also be that Sweden was a 
non-belligerent in the two World Wars. 

Sectoral changes. The long-run changes in the sectoral composition is shown 
in Table 3.  This comprises data in current prices only since, as mentioned earlier, 
the construction of the data differ between goods and services. Productivity 
changes are implied in the measures of goods production but not, by definition, 
in those of a large part of the services. 

The main features in the view given by conventionally defined data, i.e. those 
excluding unpaid domestic work, are well-known from all countries which have 
gone through an industrialization process. The share of agriculture with ancilleries 
went down, slowly at first and then, from the second half of the 19th century, at 
an accelerating pace, and manufacturing increased relatively up to to the 1960s. 
The services share behave in a more irregular fashion than the other two, but 
there seems to be a downward tendency during the 19th century and an upward 
one in the 20th. 

In the main, the tendencies are the same when unpaid domestic services are 
included, but the levels are different. In the beginning of the period, the service 
share is more than 10 percentage points higher than the corresponding share 
conventionally defined, and in the end the difference is about 3 percentage points. 
As a consequence, the service share is higher in the beginning than in the end 
of the period. 

The share of the service sector in the second half of the 19th century is 
approximately 40-45 percent of the total GDP. This share does not diverge very 
much from the one in the earlier estimates of the Swedish historical national 
product. The likelihood of the production in these sectors being almost half of 
the total during this period has been questioned: "Unfortunately, no studies have 

''van Duijn (1983, p. 143). 
"see for instance Rostow (1978, pp. l l l ff) ,  and Mensch (1977, p. 48). 
22~vennilson (1954). 



TABLE 3 

PERCENTAGE SHARES OF TOTAL PRODUCTION I N  CURRENT PRICES 
1800-1980 

Agriculture Manufacturing Services 

A. Exclusive of unpaid household work 
1801/09 40 14 46 
1831139 41 15 44 
1851159 39 22 39 
1871179 37 24 39 
1891199 30 28 42 
1911/19 26 34 40" 
1931139 I5 39 46 
1951159 11 46 43 
1971179 4 43 53 

B. Inclusive of unpaid household work 
30 11 
31 12 
30 16 
29 19 
24 24 
22 29 
13 34 
9 42 
4 40 

"It could be suspected that the figures for 1911/19 were affected by the 
conditions created by WWI. This, however, does not seem to have been the case 
when the shares for 1906/1914 are compared: 

Exclusive of unpaid household work: 
19061 14 25 33 42 
1911/19 26 34 40 

Inclusive of unpaid household work: 
1906114 21 28 51 
1911119 22 29 49 

been made, which can give an explanation to this large share and its very small 
changes during the last hundred years."2' 

A comparison with the shares for some other countries shows, however, that 
the Swedish share can hardly be considered extremely high in the second half 
of the 19th century (Table 4). This seems to be a firm conclusion even if the 
comparability of the GDP data is far from perfect, due to differences in definitions 
as well as in the quality of the data. 

Further, if the composition of the service sector is taken into consideration, 
it does not seem unreasonable that the changes in its share of the total GDP 
were small. To show this, a division of the service production into four categories 
can be applied.24 The first category consists of "new" services, i.e. services which 
have expanded recently. In the second category services complementary to pro- 
duction in manufacturing and other goods production branches are included, i.e. 

23 Jorberg (1984, p. 12). 
24 This division resembles the one suggested by Katouzian (1970), but he uses only three categories. 



TABLE 4 

SERVICE PRODUCTION SHARES OF TOTAL G D P  I N  CURRENT PRICES AROUND 
1870 A N D  1900 

Circa 1860-70 Circa 1900-10 

Australia 
Canada 
Denmark 
France 
Germany 
Italy 
Japan 
Norway 
Sweden 
U.K. 
U.S.A. 

Arithmetic average 

Source: Kuznets (1966), Table 3.1, pp. 88ff. For Denmark, Hansen (1974) has 
been used and for Sweden, the new historical G D P  computations. 

goods-related services. Services complementary to the social life and process in 
general, i.e. society-related services, constitute the third category. The fourth 
category, consists of "old" services, i.e. services which are presumed to have 
been more important before industrialisation than later. It is not without problems 
to make such a classification of the service branches, but even if it can not be 
perfect and clear-cut, the main tendencies are laid bare. 

The production in the transport sector as a whole is classified as goods 
related services. Perhaps an exception should have been made for part of the 
passenger transports which could be considered as belonging to category 1, but 
no regard has been paid to this because the share is not very large. 

Public production of services for personal use, i.e. education, medical and 
social care etc., are included in the first category. In practise these are mostly 
produced by local authorities in Sweden. Consequently, for the sake of con- 
venience, all the production performed by these authorities is considered as 
services for personal use. The other part of the public production includes 
administration, maintenance of law and order etc. and is assumed to be com- 
plementary to the social change, i.e. consisting of society-related services. Con- 
sequently, this production constitutes the third category. This type of production 
is partly very old, but irrespective of social regime it can be seen as complementary. 
An interesting question here is whether it has gained in importance as the society 
grew more complex as a consequence of the industrialization. All the service 
production performed by the Swedish central government is considered as part 
of the third category. This division of the publicly produced services is open to 
criticism since the central government also produces services for private use and 
the local authorities also produce infrastructural services. However, these parts 
can be assumed to cancel out. 

Domestic work and religious services-both privately and publicly pro- 
duced-are assigned to the fourth category, "old" services. Trade, banking and 
insurance, legal services, and the production in hotels and restaurants are included 



in the second category, goods-related services. This could also to a certain extent 
be questioned, since, for instance, part of the hotel and restaurant services are 
used privately with no immediate connection to industrialization, but this part 
is rather small. Finally, medical care produced by private producers, dental 
services, entertainment of various kinds etc. are assigned to the first category. 

When this classification is used, shares of the Swedish service production 
excluding and including household work are arrived at and are shown in Table 
5. The data excluding unpaid domestic services show that the share of goods- 
related services increased from the middle of the 19th century and culminated 
in the second decade of the 20th century. Then a decrease started which acceler- 
ated during the last decades of the period. On the other hand, society-related 
services seem to have been relatively stable. A small decrease in the 19th century 
was followed by a small increase in the 20th. The shares for category 1 were 
small up to the end of the 19th century. Then an increase began, which accelerated 

TABLE 5 

PERCENTAGE SHARES FOR FOUR CATEGORIES OF T H E  TOTAL SERVICE PRODUCTION I N  

SWEDEN 1800-1980. CURRENT PRICES 

Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Category 4 
"New" Goods-related Society-related "Old" 
Services Services Services Services 

Note: E = Excluding, I = Including unpaid domestic services. 

during the last fifty years of the period. The fourth category did not change much 
during the first half of the 19th century, but then a steady decrease started, roughly 
coinciding with the distinct acceleration of the economic growth process in 
Sweden. Some of the tendencies described here were the same irrespective of 
inclusion or exclusion of unpaid domestic work. A difference, however, is than 
when data inclusive of unpaid domestic work are used there is no culmination 
of the goods-related services share in the 1910s followed by a decrease. The 
changes were rather small from that time onwards. 

From these data it can be inferred that the small changes shown by the share 
of services of total production during the period from 1800 were not unreasonable, 
or an effect of inadequacies in the underlying data material. Instead they are 
results of fundamental structural changes. 

International comparisons. A common opinion about Sweden around the 
middle of the 19th century is that she was a relatively poor country measured by 



GDP per capita. She is even said to have been one of the poorest countries in 
Europe around the middle of the century, with only Russia and Finland showing 
as low or lower per capita incomes. Then, in the latter half of the 19th century, 
a very rapid economic growth started in Sweden, the rate being one of the highest 
of all countries up to W W I . ~ ~  

If the figures for Sweden used in earlier comparisons of growth rates and 
per capita GDP levels are replaced by data from the new GDP calculations 
another conclusion must be drawn. The growth rates given by Maddison are 
shown in Table 6 together with those from the new Swedish computations.2h 

The new Swedish rate of growth for the latter part of the 19th century is not 
as impressive as the old one.27 It is near the average for the sixteen countries. 

TABLE 6 

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE GROWTH OF G D P  PER CAPITA I N  CONSTANT PRICES 1820-1979 

Country 1820-70 1870-1913 1913-50 1950-73 1973-79 1820-1979 

Australia - 0.6 0.7 2.5 1.3 - 
Austria 0.7 1.5 0.2 5.0 3.1 1.5 
Belgium 1.9 1 .O 0.7 3.6 2.1 1.7 
Canada - 2.0 1.3 3.0 2.1 
Denmark 0.9 1.6 1.5 3.3 1.8 1.6 
Finland - 1.7 1.7 4.2 2.0 
France 1 .O 1.5 1 .O 4.1 2.6 1.6 
Germany 1.1 1.6 0.7 5.0 2.6 1.8 
Italy - 0.8 0.7 4.8 2.0 - 
Japan 0.0 1.5 0.5 8.4 3 .O 1.8 
Norway 1 .O 1.3 2.1 3.1 3.9 1.8 
Netherlands 1.5 0.9 1.1 3.5 1.7 1.5 
Switzerland 1.7 1.2 1.5 3.1 -0.2 1.6 
Sweden 0.7 1.5 2.1 3.3 0.8 1.6 
U.K. 1.5 1 .O 0.9 2.5 1.3 1.4 
U.S.A. 1.4 2.0 1.6 2.2 1.9 1.8 

Arithmetric average 1.1 1.4 1.1 3.9 2.0 1.6 
Standard deviation 0.52 0.41 0.57 1.49 0.96 0.14 
Coefficient of 

variation 0.47 0.29 0.51 0.38 0.48 0.09 

Note: 1. The growth figures for Sweden according to the earlier computations are respectively 
0.6, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 1.5 and 1.8. 11. The arithmetric averages are approximately the same if the old or 
the new growth figures for Sweden are used. 

Source: Maddison (1982, p. 44), and the new G D P  calculations for Sweden. 

2 5 ~ a i r o c h  (1976) and Crafts (1983) give figures for Sweden that are lower than the ones contained 
in Maddison (1982). It should be added that Bairoch uses data from Johansson (1967) and Maddison 
and Crafts from Krantz/Nilsson (1975). According to Bairoch and Crafts, even Finland should have 
had a higher per capita income than Sweden in the middle of the 19th century. 

On the basis of Bairoch's data, Sandberg (1978 and 1979) has developed a very elegant theory 
on Sweden's economic history during the 19th century, according to which it is paradoxical that 
Sweden had very advanced institutions at the same time as she was extremely poor. Since she was 
not impoverished according to the new data, the paradox evaporates. 

1 6 ~ h e  Swedish data in Tables 6 and 7 do not, of course, include unpaid domestic work. 
2 7 ~ h e  index 1870 with 1913 = 100 is 31 when Johansson's (1967) data are used, 42 according to 

Krantz/Nilsson's (1975) data and 54 with the new data. 



On the other hand, the first half of the 20th century still appears as a period with 
a high growth rate in a comparative perspective. Then, as mentioned above, 
Sweden's problems with old technology and strong vested interests were less 
severe than those of the countries on the European continent and the U.K. It is 
now more evident than before that it was during this period that Sweden joined 
the group of countries with the highest welfare in the world. 

The changes in the rate of growth imply that the income per capita in absolute 
terms in the 19th century were not as low as the earlier estimates indicated. 
Maddison's data and the new figures for Sweden are shown in Table 7, where it 
can be seen that the Swedish per capita income level is approximately the same 
as Germany's and other countries'. 

TABLE 7 

GDP PER CAPITA AT 1970 U.S. PRICES, 1870 AND 1979 

Coefficient of 
1870 1979 Multiplication 

Australia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Canada 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Italy 
Japan 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
U.K. 
U.S.A. 

Arithmetric average 

Note: The figures for Sweden according to the earlier GDP computations are 
respectively 415, 4,908, 11.8. 

Source: Maddison (1982, Table 1.4, p. 8), and the new GDP calculations for 
Sweden. 

Taking into account the margins of error of the GDP calculations for all 
countries, the international comparisons made here would have us conclude that 
the level of economic development in Europe in the middle of the 19th century 
consisted of three broad groups of countries. A high income group is comprised 
of the U.K., The Netherlands and Belgium. A middle income group is the 
remaining western Europe countries, including Scandinavia (but perhaps exclud- 
ing the Iberian countries). A third, low-income group, is formed by the Eastern 
and South-Eastern European countries and possibly Finland. 



This grouping of the countries is based on average per capita incomes for 
the entire countries, but there are high-income and low-income regions within 
the respective countries and thus within the geographical areas of the respective 
groups. It would certainly be rewarding to study the interaction and competition 
among these regions. A better comprehension of the process of economic growth 
and industrialization on a national and an international level could be reached 
and the differences in per capita incomes between countries and country groups 
could be understood if such a study were made.28 

The GDP estimates are, however, not perfect and a lot of work is required 
to improve the quality of these series for the various countries.29 This is also 
important because the estimates constitute a starting point for an analysis of the 
regional issues. A disaggregation of the historical national accounts into regional 
series is a complicated matter, but it might be the next step in the study of 
economic growth in a comparative perspective. 
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